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1. INTRODUCTION
This User Manual has been prepared for use with the Super
Executive, Executive and the Standard terminals of the 12 and 32
port systems. In this manual reference to the Executive terminal
refers to both the Super Executive and Executive terminals unless
otherwise stated.
NOTE: This document covers the features supported by variants
of Version 3 and Version 4 software. Reference has been
made in the description of various features that the feature
is only supported by Version 4 software.
Any reference to V4.xx implies variants of Version 4
software.
With Version 4 software the system operates with one of two
facility code sets, SET1 or SET 2. The manual describes both
code sets. If the code is the same for both sets the facility
description will only have one code set description. The system
supervisor will control which code set is utilised.
With Version 3 software the system operates only with SET1.
The Executive terminal provides full loudspeaking and handsfree
operation and has a LCD display for showing time, date, dialled
number, messages etc.
The display has a contrast control and the tone caller and
loudspeaker are electronically controlled for volume and pitch.
The Super Executive terminal is only supported by V4.xx software.
The Super Executive terminal (V4.xx only) has a fully integrated
headset port. When the headset is plugged in, the handsfree
facility does not function and the speaker key performs the on/off
hook function for the headset.
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The Super Executive terminal (V4.xx only) has the following
keys:






12 button standard keypad incorporating 1 to 0 * and #
20 programmable keys with associated LED indicators
8 fixed function keys
3 fixed function keys with associated LED indicators
2 volume control keys

The standard and executive terminals have the following keys:







12 button standard keypad incorporating 1 to 0 * and #.
14 programmable keys: 8 with associated LED indicators.
Program key
Facility key
Speaker key (Executive) Monitor key (Standard)
2 volume keys for adjusting the tone caller and loudspeaker.
Super Executive Terminal (V4.xx only)

DIVERT

MUTE

CAMP ON

LNR

VOICE
MAIL

2

MESSAGE

TERMINAL USER MANUAL
Executive Terminal

Standard Terminal
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2. SYSTEM FEATURES
2.1

SYSTEM PROGRAMMING
System programming can be carried out (by the System
Supervisor), from any Executive terminal connected to the
system.
During programming, system messages will be displayed on the
terminal LCD panel.
In addition to the programmable features and facilities, the
terminal user can program the terminal key functions and
AutoDial libraries.

2.2

ATTENDANT CONSOLE
An Executive terminal working as an Attendant Console is
designed to enable efficient handling and distribution of internal
and external calls.
The system must be programmed to recognise the terminal as an
Attendant Console, after which a number of additional facilities
become available.
The system can, however, operate without an Attendant
Console, where incoming calls are routed to pre-programmed
destinations, while other functions may be performed by preassigned terminals.
To call the Attendant Console, dial the access code (default 9)
or, the three digit extension number. Check with the System
Super-visor.

2.3

BOSS/SECRETARY
The “boss” can be protected from all calls except those
originating from the “secretary” extension. To set this feature up,
the boss extension initiates a “DIVERT ALL” to the secretary
extension.
Any extension, when dialling the boss, will
automatically be routed to the secretary. The secretary will be
the only extension that will be allowed to dial the boss extension
directly.
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2.4

CALL BARRING
This permits the System Supervisor to prevent an extension user
from making calls to specified external area codes or telephone
numbers. Class of Service 1 is the default and is the highest
(unrestricted) class of service.

2.5

CALL LOGGING
Details of all outgoing calls are recorded, and the information is
logged to a printer or PC via the RS232 port in the control unit.
The call log information includes the extension number from
which the call was made, the called number, the account code
and the time and duration of the call and the number of Meter
Pulses detected.
The system supervisor has the capability to enable incoming call
logging. The call log information will record INCOMING CALL
instead of dialled digits.
The call duration on the call log information is more accurately
determined by implementing a presumed answer time.
The call duration will also be adjusted if Meter Pulse Detection is
enabled and the first Meter Pulse is received.

2.6

CENTRAL BELL
Allows a POT (standard telephone) port to be used to ring a
central bell or telephone in a nominated group of users to
indicate an incoming call.
Calls in the central bell area are accessed via the Call Pick-Up
facility (See 6.2).

2.7

DIRECT IN-LINES
Incoming calls on pre-assigned exchange lines can be re-routed
to pre-designated terminals without Attendant Console
intervention.
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2.8

DTMF/LD DIALLING
Pressing the * key after seizing the exchange line, or at any time
during dialling, will change the exchange line signalling from
Pulse (LD) to Tone (DTMF) to access services such as Home
Banking etc.
This facility is not required if the exchange line is already using
DTMF signalling. (Check with your System Supervisor).

2.9

MUSIC-ON-HOLD
The system generates an internal tone, used to give an indication
to callers that they are in the Hold condition. Optionally,
provision is made for music from an external source to be
supplied to the caller on hold. The options are set by the System
Supervisor.

2.10 NIGHT SERVICE
This allows the System Supervisor to alter the ringing pattern of
incoming exchange line calls.
The system can be run permanently in either Day or Night
Service; in automatic mode, where the start and end times are
programmed, or, manually, under the control of the System
Supervisor.
2.11 USER GRADES
There are three user grades on the system, A, B and C, where A
is the highest and C the lowest.
A user can intrude on a busy extension of the same or lower
grade, override a Do not Disturb setting, and be afforded priority
queuing.
2.12 WAIT ON BUSY
If the external line selected, or the extension called is busy,
engaged tone will be heard and the call automatically placed in a
queue, according to the caller’s user grade.
Provided the caller remains off-hook, when the line becomes
free, the terminal will be connected in accordance with its place
in the queue.
6
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3. TERMINAL FEATURES
3.1

PROGRAMMABLE KEYS
Facilities, extension numbers, group extension numbers and
exchange lines can be stored at a particular programmable key,
and accessed when the key is pressed.
This allows the placing of a frequently used facility or telephone
number under a selected key.

3.2

PRE-SELECT DIALLING
Pre-select dialling is available on both the Standard and
Executive terminals and allows the user to select an internal
extension or, an external exchange line via a programmed key,
or via the keypad whilst still on-hook.
The handset must be lifted, or the SPEAKER/MONITOR key
pressed, within three seconds of the last digit being dialled.

3.3

MONITOR OPERATION
Monitor operation is available on the Standard terminal and is
activated by pressing the MONITOR key after dialling the
required number whilst the handset is still on-hook.
The caller is able to hear call progress (ringing or busy tone) and
the called party, but the called party cannot hear the caller. The
handset must be lifted for two-way communication.

3.4

FULL HANDSFREE OPERATION
Full handsfree operation (loudspeech) is available on the
Executive terminal only. It allows the user to speak and listen to
the other party without lifting the handset.
Pressing and releasing the SPEAKER key whilst on-hook
activates handsfree mode, and is also used for switching
between handsfree and handset modes. (See also 6.8 Mute).
The loudspeaker volume is adjustable via the + and – keys.
Pre-select dialling and loudspeech can be used together by
dialling the required number and then pressing the SPEAKER
key.
7
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3.5

HEADSET OPERATION
The Super Executive Terminal (V4.xx only) provides an integral
headset. The headset functionality is such that when the headset
is plugged in, the handsfree facility will not function. The handset
will function normally.
If the headset is removed during a call, the handsfree facility will
automatically be utilised. For privacy reasons the handsfree
microphone will be muted.
A headset mute is also available and is set and cancelled in the
same manner as the handsfree microphone

3.6

VOLUME AND TONE PITCH CONTROL
The two triangular keys are used to either increase or decrease
the volume of the ringing, loudspeaker, and pitch of the tones.
Adjusting the ringing volume
When the terminal is ringing, press the + key to increase the
volume, or the – key to decrease the volume.
Adjusting the tone pitch
With the handset on-hook:
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

*

3

FACILITY

*

7

6

7

 Use the + and – keys to increase or decrease the tone pitch.
 Lift and replace the handset, or press SPEAKER/MONITOR
twice.
Adjusting the speaker volume
When in a conversation, press the + key to increase the volume,
or the – key to decrease the volume of the speech.
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3.7

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
Super Executive and Executive terminals.
The LCD provides two lines of twenty characters and has a
viewing contrast control.
Unless it is being used to display programming or call details, the
LCD shows the current time and date.
11-08-2000

14:44

or

11-08-2000 02:44 AM

The default setting for the time is the 24 hour clock mode, but
this can be altered to 12 hour mode by the System Supervisor.
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4. PROGRAMMABLE KEYS/STATUS INDICATORS
Facilities, extension numbers, group extension numbers and
exchange lines can be stored at a particular programmable key,
and accessed when the key is pressed. This allows the placing of
a frequently used facility or telephone number under a selected
key.
The programmable keys with an indicator next to them can have
any facility, extension number, or external exchange line
associated with them. These indicators show if the line
programmed is in use e.g. free, busy, ringing etc.
FREE
BUSY
RINGING
HELD

Lamp Off
Lamp On
Fast Flashing
Slow Flashing

On the Standard and Executive terminals the bottom two rows of
programmable keys can only be associated with facilities.
Two of the keys have special functionsPROGRAM (P) Starts and ends the process of assigning
facilities to the programmable keys.
FACILITY

(F) The first of a sequence of key presses that
indicates a facility e.g. transfer, divert etc.

These keys cannot be changed or replaced with other facilities.
After entering the code of a facility that is allowed to you, the
Facility Accept tone is heard.
If the facility is not allowed, or unavailable, the Facility Reject tone
is heard.
See Section 11 for Tone Demonstration Codes.
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The default key setting for a Super Executive Terminal (V4.xx
only) is shown below:

DIVERT

MUTE

CAMP ON

LNR
VOICE MAIL MESSAGE

The numbers above the keys are for reference purposes only,
and are not printed on the key labels.
The key numbers 17-24, 29 and 30 are fixed function keys and
are not user programmable.
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The default key setting for the Standard and Executive Terminals
is shown below:
01

02

03

04

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

05

06

07

08

17

18

19

20

CAMP ON

PICK UP

MEMORY

REDIAL

24

23

22

21

PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE

HOLD

The numbers above the keys are for reference purposes only, and
are not printed on the key labels.
The key numbers 23 and 24 are fixed function keys and are not
user programmable.
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4.1

PROGRAMMING A KEY WITH A FACILITY
The following example describes the sequence for storing a
facility at a selected programmable key.
With the handset on-hook:
 Press and release PROGRAM
 Select and press a programmable key e.g. 21 (which is preset
for F*9 HOLD).
KEY 21
F*9

 Enter a facility code e.g. (Conference).
 Press and release

PROGRAM

F

*

4

KEY 21
F*4

 The new facility is now programmed to that key.
4.2

PROGRAMMING A KEY WITH AN EXTENSION NUMBER
An extension number can be stored at a facility key, allowing a
frequently dialled extension to be dialled quickly.
Note: During programming a # can be added to the beginning of
the extension number. If the # is added, when the programmed
key is pressed, the terminal will automatically go off-hook, enter
SPEAKER/MONITOR mode and dial the stored number.
 With the handset on-hook.
 Press and release PROGRAM
 Select a programmable key, e.g. 06.
KEY O6
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 Enter the extension number to be stored, e.g. #
or 2
0
3

2

0

3

 Press and release PROGRAM
KEY O6
#203

or

KEY O6
203

The extension number is now stored at that key.
4.3

PROGRAMMING A KEY WITH AN EXTERNAL (EXCHANGE
LINE) NUMBER
An external number can only be associated with a programmable
key if it has been allocated an Abbreviated dialling code. (see
7.1)
 With the handset on-hook.
 Press and release PROGRAM
 Select a programmable key, e.g. 06.
KEY O6

 Press and release

FACILITY

#

6

Followed by the speed dial short code (001-100 for V3.xx or
00-99 for V4.xx) for the required number, (available from your
System Supervisor).
or
# 3
 Press and release FACILITY
for autodial
Followed by the AutoDial short code (0-9)
 Press and release PROGRAM
KEY O6
F#600

or

KEY O6
F#30

The external number is now stored at that key.
14
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Note: Access to exchange lines is allocated to the terminals
by the System Supervisor.
4.4

CLEARING A PROGRAMMABLE KEY
Re-programming the store as described in 4.2 will clear a
previously programmed facility, extension, or external number.

4.5

VIEWING A PROGRAMMABLE KEY
 Press and release PROGRAM
 Select a programmable key, e.g. 06.
KEY O6
#203

or

KEY O6
203

The display shows what has been programmed under the
key.
If nothing has been stored, then only the key number, 01 to
08 or 17 to 24 is displayed.
KEY 07
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4.6

ASSOCIATION OF LEDS WITH STORED FUNCTIONS
The state of certain facilities will be indicated on the LED
associated with the key under which the facility is programmed.
This is useful on standard terminals to give an indication of the
status of the facilities programmed under the keys.
The state of the following facilities will be indicated on the LED
associated with the programmed key:
BACK ON
ALL DIVERTS
DO NOT DISTURB
FOLLOW ME
HOLD
MUTE
NIGHT SERVICE (for Console Operator)
RETURN AT
TERMINAL LOCK
The LED associated with the programmed key will be lit during
the period that the facility is active.
The facility can be activated by either pressing the programmed
key or by keying in the facility code. The facility can be
deactivated by using the appropriate deactivation facility key or
code.

16
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5. BASIC CALL HANDLING
Calls can be made to other extensions on the system, and to
external exchange line numbers on the public network.
Calls on the exchange lines are dependent on the Class of Service
allocated to your terminal by the System Supervisor.
5.1

MAKING AN INTERNAL CALL
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

or

MONITOR

0

2

 Listen for dial tone.
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the required extension number e.g.

2

or
 Press and release the pre-programmed key if one has
been allocated to the required extension number.
202 RINGING

202 ANSWERED

then

The associated indicator will flash when ringing, and be
steady when answered.
Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX,
then the access code 0 must be entered before dialling
the number of an extension connected to that PBX.
5.2

MAKING AN EXCHANGE LINE CALL
 Lift the handset

or press

 Listen for dial tone.
PLEASE KEY

17
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 Press and release the exchange line key (if allocated) or
 Dial 7 and the two exchange line digits e.g. 0or 4
0

8

or 1

2 etc.

or
 Dial the exchange line access code 0
EXCH 04

 Dial the required number.
EXCH 04
<number>

You are connected when the called party answers.
Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX, then
the PBX access code (e.g. 9) must be entered when the
exchange line number, e.g. EXCH 04, is shown on the display,
before dialling the required number.
5.3

MAKING A HOT-LINE CALL
Lifting the handset (or pressing the SPEAKER/MONITOR key) of
a Hot Line extension will automatically dial a pre-programmed
internal or external number.
A terminal which has been designated a Hot Line can receive
calls, but can only make calls using pre-select dialling (See 3.2)
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5.4

MAKING A TIE LINE CALL (V4.XX ONLY)
The optional E & M Tie Line card provides basic facilities to
communicate between two PBX’s.
Specific line seizure
The specific Tie Line numbers are dependant on the postion of
the Tie Line card and the user should consult the system
supervisor if these numbers are required.
Auto line seizure
By simply dialling
available line.

7

0

0

the system will seize the first

Dial tone will be supplied from the system on the other end of
the tie line (if all connections are correct).
You now have access to the other system and can dial the
required extension number.
5.5

MAKING A BRI EXCHANGE LINE CALL (V4.01AB & LATER)
A BRI is accessed in the same manner as an analogue
exchange line.
 Lift the handset

or press SPEAKER

/

MONITOR

 Press and release 0 to gain access to the first available BRI
or analogue exchange line.
 If you access a BRI port from a Super Executive or Executive
terminal the display will show:
BRI 05

 Dial the required external number.
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5.6

ANSWERING AN INTERNAL CALL
Your terminal will ring and if the calling extension has been
allocated a programmable key on your terminal, the indicator
next to that key will flash whilst ringing and be steady when
answered.
 Lift the handset
Terminal only).

or press

SPEAKER ( Executive

CALL FROM 202

5.7

ANSWERING AN EXCHANGE LINE CALL
An exchange line call that is held, or ringing an extension, can be
picked up by any terminal that has a line key allocated to that
exchange line number (see also 6.2.3).
 Lift the handset
Terminal only).

or press

SPEAKER

(Executive

 Press and release the line key next to the flashing indicator.
CALL FROM EXCH 04

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.
5.8

ANSWERING A TIE LINE CALL (V4.XX ONLY)
A Tie Line call is presented to an extension as a normal
exchange line call and is answered in the same manner.

5.9

ANSWERING A BRI EXCHANGE CALL (V4.01AB & LATER)
When an incoming call on a BRI rings your extension
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 You are connected to the call and on a Super Executive or
Executive terminal the display will show:
CALL FROM BRI 04
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5.10 CALL HOLD AND RETRIEVE
This enables you to place a call on hold in order to make an
enquiry call (see 6.4), to answer another call, or to replace your
handset without losing the call.
Calls can be held on all keys with an indicator at the same time,
provided the exchange line or extension line is programmed
under the key.
One or Two calls (V3.xx or V4.xx respectively) not associated
with these keys can be held at any one time.
The held call will receive either Hold tone or Music on Hold.
5.10.1 Holding a call
HOLD

 Press and release

or

FACILITY

*

9

PLEASE KEY

 If the call on hold has an associated programmable
key, the status indicator next to that key will flash.
 If you place a call on hold and then replace the
handset, (or press the SPEAKER key if in Handsfree
mode), your terminal will ring every 18 seconds as a
reminder of the held call.
CALL HELD

Retrieve the held call as described in 5.10.2.
5.10.2 Retrieving a call on hold
If the held call has a flashing indicator:
 Lift the handset

(if applicable).

 Press and release the key next to the flashing indicator.
21
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If the held call does not have a flashing indicator:
 Lift the handset

(if applicable).

 Press and release RETRIEVE

or

FACILITY

*

CALL FROM 202

You are reconnected to the held call.
5.10.3 Autohold
Check with your System Supervisor whether this facility is
available on your system.
When this facility is implemented, a current internal call is
automatically placed on hold when the programmable key
associated with another extension is pressed, or its
extension number is dialled via the keypad.
To transfer the call, replace your handset, or press
SPEAKER (if in Handsfree mode). The original call is now
connected to the other extension, or:
To return to the original call, press its associated
programmable key, or dial its number via the keypad.
Autohold is only available on external exchange line calls if
the exchange line and the extension number to which an
enquiry call, or to which the exchange line call is to be
transferred, are both stored under programmable keys.
5.11 TRANSFERRING A CALL
You can transfer an internal or an exchange line call to any other
extension on your system, or transfer an internal call to an
exchange line. See also 5.10.3 Autohold.
5.11.1 To transfer a call
Whilst engaged on the call to be transferred:
HOLD

 Press and release
22
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 Press and release

FACILITY

*

9

PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension or exchange line key (if allocated),
or dial the number of the extension e.g. 203 or the
exchange line to which the call is being transferred.
203 RINGING

 When the called party answers, announce the call then:
 Replace the handset

or press SPEAKER

5.11.2 Unconditional Transfer
Follow the same steps as for a normal transfer then:
 Replace the handset
Handsfree mode)

or press

SPEAKER

(if in

If you transferred the call and replaced the handset (or
pressed SPEAKER) when the ringing or engaged tone
was heard, if it is not answered within 30 seconds, it
will revert back to your extension (see 5.11.5).
5.11.3 Called extension unable to accept transfer
 Press and release the key next to the flashing indicator,
or
 Press and release RETRIEVE or
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

1

CALL FROM 202

You are reconnected to the call on Hold.
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5.11.4 To accept a transferred call (after an enquiry call)
CALL FROM 202

 Wait for the caller to replace the handset.
CALL FROM 203

You are connected to the transferred call.
5.11.5 Re-establish transfer
When the unanswered transferred call returns to your
extension:
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

202 RETURNING

You are reconnected to the call on Hold.
If the caller still wishes to be transferred:
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

*
*

8

5

2

CALL TRANSFERRED

 Replace the handset
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5.12 VOICE ALERT
Allows a call to be made through the speaker of the terminal
dialled without that terminal ringing. The called party can answer
by lifting the handset, or, pressing the SPEAKER key. The
volume is adjustable via the volume control keys.
5.12.1 Activating voice alert
 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press

SPEAKER

FACILITY

*

8

FACILITY

5

#

#

VOICE ALERT
PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension key (if allocated), or dial the
required extension number e.g. 207.
VOICE ALERT
TO 207

If successful, you will hear Facility Accept tone and can
now speak directly through the speaker of the called
terminal.
5.12.2 Cancelling voice alert
 Replace the handset

25
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6. ADVANCED CALL HANDLING
6.1

CALL BACK WHEN AVAILABLE/FREE (CAMP ON)
If the extension you called was busy, this facility will cause your
terminal to ring when the called party goes on-hook. It can also
be used if an exchange line you tried to access was busy.
6.1.1

Activating call back when free
After receiving busy tone:
 Press and release CAMP ON
Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
Set2
FACILITY
 Press and release
202 BUSY



then

Replace the handset
Handsfree mode).

or
#

1

#

0

PLEASE KEY

or press

SPEAKER (if in

Your terminal will ring for 30 seconds when the extension
(or the exchange line) becomes free. During this time, the
handset must be lifted, or SPEAKER pressed, otherwise the
call back will expire.
The called extension will be rung (or you will receive
exchange line dial tone if you had tried to access an
exchange line).
202 ANSWERED

202 RINGING

then
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6.1.2

Viewing call back when free
With the handset on-hook:
 Press and release

CAMP ON

or

FACILITY

#

1

FACILITY

#

0

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release
CALL BACK TO 202

 By repeatedly pressing the # key, the display cycles
through the Call Back set at your terminal.
6.1.3

Cancelling call back when free
 Press and release

CAMP ON

#

or

FACILITY

#

1

FACILITY

#

0

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

CALL BACK CLEARED
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6.2

CALL PICK-UP GROUP
A pick-up group is a pre-defined group of extensions, each of
which can dial a specific code to answer an internal, or external
call, ringing on another extension within the group.
6.2.1

Picking up a call
This facility allows you to answer a call ringing at an
extension within the same pick-up group.
 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press

SPEAKER

FACILITY

* *

FACILITY

5

3

3

CALL FROM 203

or
 In Day service dialling an 8
your pick up group.

will answer a call within

You are now connected to the incoming call.
6.2.2

Picking up a call at a specific extension
This facility allows you to answer a call ringing at a specific
extension within the same pick-up group.
 Lift the handset

or press

 Press and release

FACILITY

SPEAKER

*

3

DIRECTED CALL PICK-UP
PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension key (if allocated) or dial the
number of the ringing extension.
You are now connected to the incoming call.
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If you try to pick up a call ringing at an extension not in your
pick-up group, you will receive Number Unobtainable (NU)
tone.
6.2.3

Picking up an exchange line call on hold
This facility allows you to retrieve an exchange line call
placed on hold by any other extension within the group,
provided the exchange line number (704,708 etc) is known.
 Lift the handset
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY

SPEAKER

*

3

DIRECTED CALL PICK-UP
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the exchange line number of the call on Hold.
CALL FROM EXCH 04

You are now connected to the held call.
If you try to pick up a call on an exchange line not in your
pick up group, you will receive Number Unobtainable (NU)
tone.
6.2.4

Call pick-up in Night Service mode
An exchange line call received while the system is in Night
Service mode, may be picked up from any extension,
without having to belong to a call pick-up group.
 Lift the handset

or press

 Dial 8
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6.2.5

Universal Answer
This feature produces the same Pick-Up facility as the local
F**3 on terminals. This is especially useful on telephones,
which have no programmable keys.
You can pick up any extension ringing in your pick-up group
by simply dialling 8 .

6.3

CONFERENCE
This facility allows a maximum of 4 or 8 parties (4 party V3.xx / 8
party V4.xx) to speak to each other.
A conference call can be set up and managed between a group
of users, one or two of whom may be external exchange lines.
(one exchange V3.xx / two exchanges V4.xx)
Any internal member of a conference call is able to add another
party to the conference until the limit of 4 or 8 parties is reached.
A conference is initiated during a normal call and either party
may invite the other conference users to join.
If any extension user replaces his handset during the conference,
the other parties will still be connected.
6.3.1

Setting up a conference
Whilst engaged on a normal call:
 Press and release

HOLD

 Press and release

FACILITY

or

*

9

PLEASE KEY

 Press and release the extension key (if allocated), or
dial the extension number of the party being invited to
join the conference (e.g. 203).
203 ANSWERED

203 RINGING

then
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 If the called party agrees to join the conference:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

4

CONFERENCE CALL

Conference tone is heard and you are connected to
both parties.
If the called party cannot join the conference:
 Press the extension key (if allocated) of the original call,
or
 Press and release RETRIEVE
or
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

1

203 is disconnected and you are reconnected to the
original call.
The same procedure is used to add further parties to the
conference, up to the limit of 8 internal extensions, or, 6
internal extensions and 2 external exchange lines (V4.xx
only).
6.4

ENQUIRY CALL (SEE ALSO 6.9 SHUTTLE)
This allows you to put a call on Hold while you make an internal
extension, or, external exchange line enquiry call.
6.4.1

Making an enquiry call
 Press and release

HOLD

or

 Press and release

FACILITY

*

9

PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension key (if allocated), or dial the
required extension number, or access an exchange line
and dial the external number.
 Make an enquiry call, then retrieve the held call
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6.5

HEADSET WORKING
This feature is available on the existing Standard and Executive
Terminals. The feature is activated/deactivated by entering a
local facility code.
The Super Executive terminal (V4.xx only) provides an integral
headset option and does not make use of this local facility.
6.5.1

Headset Functionality
The table below shows the functionality of the terminal
when in Headset mode:

PRESENT
STATE

ACTION

RESULT

Idle

Press Monitor/Speaker Audio path routed to Headset
Key
Idle
Lift Handset
A tone is routed to the speaker to
inform the user that the Handset
is not functional and should be replaced. Apart from this tone the
audio path to the speaker is
inhibited.
Headset call Press Monitor/Speaker Idle
in progress Key
Headset call Lift Handset
Audio path still routed to headset.
In progress
Hook-switch transition is ignored.
Terminal
Lift Handset
Call is not answered and tone
ringing
routed to speaker to inform the
user that the Handset is not
functional and should be replaced. Replace Handset and
answer via Monitor/Speaker Key.
Handset off- Incoming Call
Cuts tone to speaker and rings
hook and
terminal. Call answered by
tone routed
pressing Monitor/Speaker Key.
to speaker
Once call terminated, tone routed
to speaker if Handset still off-hook.

Activation/Deactivation of Headset functionality in the
speech mode will result in Facility Reject tone being
presented to the user.
Access to this feature is unrestricted and is available to all
users of the system.
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6.5.2

Activating Headset Mode
The following steps must be performed to enable headset
working:
 The handset must be unplugged.
 Plug the headset into the handset port on the left handside of the terminal.
 Remain on hook
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

FACILITY

#

7

3

If the facility code is entered correctly the display on
the Executive terminal shows:
HEADSET: ENABLED

and then returns to the date/time display.
When the headset facility code is programmed under a
feature key the associated LED toggles on and off as
the headset function is toggled on and off.
During the headset functional mode, a message on the
Executive terminal display indicates that the headset
mode is active. The display of the active headset mode
shows:
PLEASE KEY (HS)

When the terminal is idle the date and time are
displayed as normal.
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6.5.3

Deactivating Headset Mode
The headset functional mode will be deactivated in idle
mode as follows:
 Remain on hook
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

FACILITY

#

7

3

If the facility code is entered correctly the display on
the Executive terminal shows:
HEADSET: DISABLED

 The headset must be unplugged.
 Plug the handset back in the connector provided on the
terminal.
6.6

LAST NUMBER REDIAL
The system automatically stores the last number dialled for use
at a later time. This number will be overwritten when another
number is dialled. (see also 6.7 Notepad).
6.6.1

Using last number redial
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

or

 Press and release
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

MONITOR

REDIAL

FACILITY
FACILITY

204 RINGING
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6.7

NOTEPAD
Allows the storing of a number (up to 25 digits) at the terminal as
a note. Using this facility will overwrite the contents of the Last
Number Redial store. The Notepad contents will be overwritten
when the next call is made.
6.7.1

Storing a number in the Notepad
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*
*

FACILITY

#

3

9

#

NOTEPAD
PLEASE KEY

 Enter the number to be stored e.g. 2 0 3
for an
extension number or, for an exchange line number:
0

#

8

1

3

2

2

2

0

or

7

0

4

#

8

1

3

2

2

2

0

 Press and release PROGRAM
Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host
PBX, the access code 0 and a pause (#) must be
entered before dialling the number of an
extension connected to that PBX i.e. 0 # <ext>.
When storing an external line number, after
entering the exchange line number e.g. 704 or
the access code 0, the PBX access code (e.g. 9)
and a pause (#) must be added i.e. 7 0 4 # 9 # or
0 # 9 # before dialling the rest of the number.
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6.7.2

Dialling a number from the Notepad
 Lift the handset
 Press

SPEAKER

or
or

MONITOR

Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY
or

203 RINGING

6.8

3

8

EXCH 04
#8132220

MUTE
Executive terminal only.
This facility mutes the speech
transmission during a handsfree call, allowing you to speak
privately without the other party hearing your conversation.
6.8.1

Setting/cancelling mute during a call
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

6.9

* #
* *

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

#

9

3

7

SHUTTLE
This allows you to swap between the call placed on Hold and the
caller to whom you are currently speaking. Keying the Shuttle
code will switch between the two callers.
6.9.1

Shuttling between two calls
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

*
*

8

2

6

Alternatively, the code can be programmed under a
programmable key and then used to switch between
calls.
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6.10 TEMPORARY TONE INHIBIT
Prevents system supervisory tones being applied for the duration
of a particular call, and can be used for call set-up from a PC or
fax machine etc.
Tone inhibit does not transfer with the call.

6.10.1

Setting temporary tone inhibit
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or

MONITOR

FACILITY

#

*

3

FACILITY

*

7

8

4

ALL TONES SILENCED

Temporary tone inhibit is now set for the duration of
your call.
6.10.2

Cancelling temporary tone inhibit
 Replace the handset
 Press SPEAKER
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7. USING THE FACILITIES
Some of the following facilities may only be allocated by the
System Supervisor and can be allocated on a per extension basis
to allow for maximum flexibility (check with your System
Supervisor).
The display messages shown apply to the Executive terminal only.
Note the following points when using the facilities:

7.1



Check if the required facility has been stored under a
programmable key, as this is quicker and easier to use.



The facility code must be dialled promptly after pressing and
releasing the FACILITY key, otherwise the partially entered
code will be cleared.



Unless otherwise stated, the handset can be either on-hook or
off-hook when using a facility.

ABBREVIATED DIALLING
There are two types of Abbreviated Dialling, Speed Call and
AutoDial.
7.1.1

Speed call (Central store)
Allows a two-digit (V4.xx) and three-digit (V3.xx) code to be
keyed, which the system converts into a full telephone
number, and then uses to make the call.
The System Supervisor may store up to one hundred
external number codes in the store and only the Supervisor
may change these numbers.
Any access restriction (call barring) applicable to a
particular extension will not apply to calls established by
Speed call.
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To make a Speed Call
FACILITY

 Press and release

#

6

SPEEDCALL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER

 Dial the short code (001-100 for V3.xx or 00-99 for
V4.xx) for the required number, (available from your
System Supervisor).
Calls can be made by pre-select dialling with the handset
on-hook (see 3.2), but the handset must be lifted, or the
SPEAKER/MONITOR key pressed, within three seconds or
the call will be cancelled.
If an invalid code is entered, Facility Reject tone will be
heard.
7.1.2

AutoDial (Terminal personal number store)
Up to ten numbers, of up to 25 digits each, may be stored in
the terminal’s memory. The 25 digits must include external
line access digits and any necessary pauses (#) if the
system functions as a satellite off a host PBX.
The MEMORY key is pre-programmed with the AutoDial
access code F# 3.
Note: Numbers dialled using this facility are subject to
access restriction (call barring).
To store a number
 Do not go off-hook
 Press and release

MEMORY

or

 Press and release

FACILITY

#

AUTODIAL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER
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 Enter a store number (0-9).
 Enter the number to be stored. If it is an external
exchange line number, it must be preceded by the
exchange line number e.g. 704, or the access code 0.
PROGRAM AUTODIAL
7048132220

PROGRAM AUTODIAL
08132220

or

 The pause (#) is automatically inserted when the
exchange line number, or the access code is keyed.
 Press and release

PROGRAM

Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX,
the access code 0 and a pause (#) must be entered before
dialling the number of an extension connected to that PBX
i.e. 0 # <ext>.
When storing an external line number, after entering the
exchange line number e.g. 704 or the access code 0, the
PBX access code (e.g. 9) and a pause (#) must be added
i.e. 7 0 4 9 # or 0 9 # before dialling the rest of the
number.
To view a stored number
 Do not go off-hook
 Press and release

MEMORY

 Press and release

FACILITY

n or
#

3

n

(where n is a store number 0-9)
PROGRAM AUTODIAL
704#8132220

or

PROGRAM AUTODIAL
0#8132220

 No further action should be taken for a further 3
seconds as the system will interpret this as an attempt
to change, or to dial, the stored number.
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To clear a stored number
 Do not go off-hook
 Press and release

MEMORY

n

 Press and release

FACILITY

#

*
3

or
n

*

(where n is a store number 0-9)
AUTODIAL 0
CLEARED

To dial a stored number
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

or

MONITOR

 Press and release

MEMORY

or

 Press and release

FACILITY

#

3

AUTODIAL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER

 Enter the store number (0-9).
EXCH 04
#8132220

The stored number is dialled automatically and shown
on the display.
7.2

ACCOUNT CODES (V4.XX ONLY)
Account codes is a mechanism of allowing the user of an
extension involved in an exchange line to assign a code that will
be represented on the logging. Two types of account code
operation will be provided on the system.
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7.2.1

Unforced Account Codes
The system stores an account code for each exchange line
call (incoming and out-going). Each extension has two
account codes; a default code and a current code set by the
user.
Each extension has, by default, a unique 6 digit code i.e.
extension 201 has account code 000001, extension 202 has
account code 000002 etc.
The System Supervisor is able to change the default
account code for each extension.
A record of the account code is kept with the record of the
call by the call logging facility. If the user does not use the
account code facility, the system automatically uses the
default account code for that extension.


Setting Current Unforced Account Codes
To use an account code which differs from the default
code:

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

* *

FACILITY

5

2

1

6

COST CODE: 000001
PLEASE KEY

 Enter a new 6 digit account code.
 If the account code is accepted, you will receive Facility
Accept tone and the display will reflect the new
number.
COST CODE: 123456
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Utilising Current Unforced Account Code

 Set up a call in the normal manner.
Set1
FACILITY
 Press and release
Set2
FACILITY
5
 Press and release

* *

2

1

6

COST CODE: 000001
PLEASE KEY

 If the displayed account code is correct, do not enter
any further digits until you receive Facility Accept tone.
 If an alternative account code needs to be utilised,
enter the new 6-digit code
 If the code is accepted, you will receive Facility Accept
tone and the display will reflect the new number.
COST CODE: 123456

The call logging record reflects the last account code
you entered. If you did not enter an account code the
default code will be used.



Reset Current Unforced Account Code
You can reset the current account code to the default
account code:

 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY

* *

2

FACILITY

5

*

COST CODE:
CLEARED

 Facility Accept tone will be heard
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Suppress Current Unforced Account Code
It is possible for you to suppress an account code for a
particular call:

During the call:
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

* *

2

FACILITY

5

#

6

1

#

 Facility Accept Tone will be presented to the terminal
and the display will flash
COST CODE: - - - - - -

.
 No account code will be sent to the call logging facility
for this call
7.2.2

Forced Account Codes
A forced account code is a 4-digit code which must be
entered to allow the user of that particular extension to gain
access to an exchange line. The user will not be able to
override the code by entering an unforced account number.
Any extension on the system can be configured to use
forced account code operation.
The system will store an internal list of 100 forced account
codes that can be set up by the system supervisor. It is
these codes against which the users entered code will be
validated.
Each Forced Account Code has an associated Day and
Night Class of Service. When an extension with forced
account codes enabled makes an exchange line call, the
system will utilise the class of service associated with the
entered forced account code.
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NOTE: An extension which has forced account codes set
will not be able to utilise the system Last Number
Redial or personal 10 number AutoDial Facility.
 Seize an exchange line in the normal manner
 Dial

0 or

7

x

x

where xx = specific exchange line number
 A prompt tone will be provided to alert the user to enter
an account code
COST CODE:
PLEASE KEY

 Enter valid 4-digit account code
e.g. 9

9

9

9

 Once the account code has been validated, exchange
dial tone will be presented to the extension
EXCH XX

 The user may dial the desired number.
 If the dialled number is not allowed by the set Class of
Service, the exchange line will be dropped and reject
tone is presented to the user
 If no code is entered, a timeout occurs and reject tone
will be presented to the user.
 If an invalid code is entered, reject tone will be
presented to the user.
 When reject tone has been presented, the user must
go on hook
to return to the idle state.
 The user will not be able to access the unforced
account code facility.
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7.3

ALARM CALL
This facility allows two alarm calls per terminal to be set up within
a 24 hour period.
When the alarm is activated, the terminal will give a short burst of
internal ringing tone until the handset is lifted, or the SPEAKER
key pressed. If the terminal is busy, the alarm will be activated
when the call has finished.
The time shown on the display indicates the system clock mode
which can be either 24 (default) or 12 hour format.
Where 12 hour format is used, AM/PM is displayed, and when
setting the alarm, a 0 or 1 must be entered to denote AM or PM
respectively.
The System Supervisor may have recently updated the time/date
information; check that your terminal is showing the correct
time/date.
7.3.1

Setting an Alarm call
For Alarm 1:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

1

For Alarm 2:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

2

ALARM NOT SET
PLEASE KEY

 Enter HHMM (and 0/1 for AM/PM if 12 hour clock).
Ensure that four time digits are entered, e.g.
0

9

0

0

for 9.00am.

ALARM AT 09:00

The display then reverts to the normal time display, and
indicates that an alarm is set.
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07-05-1999
ALARM

7.3.2

09:00

Viewing an Alarm call setting
For Alarm 1:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

1

For Alarm 2:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

2

ALARM AT 09:00
PLEASE KEY

Viewing an alarm call that is not set, i.e. ALARM does not
appear on the normal time display, will activate any
previously set alarm, or the default setting 00:00, one of
which will now be displayed. If the alarm is not required, it
should be cancelled.
7.3.3

Cancelling an Alarm call
For Alarm 1:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

1

*

For Alarm 2:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

2

*

ALARM
CLEARED
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7.4

BACK ON
Enables you to set the date on which you expect to be back at
your terminal. The date will be displayed on the LCD of other
Executive terminals calling your extension.

7.4.1

Setting back on
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

*
*

#

3

7

4

1

BACK ON 11:01 AM
PLEASE KEY

 Enter the date of your return DDMM (and 0/1 for
AM/PM).
 Ensure that four time digits are entered, e.g.
1

6

0

2

for 16th Feb.

BACK ON 16:02 PM

The display then reverts to normal time display, and
indicates that Back On is set.
07-05-1999 11:01 AM
BACK ON SET
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7.4.2

Viewing back on setting
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

3

FACILITY

*

7

4

1

BACK ON 11:01 AM
PLEASE KEY

Viewing a Back On setting will reactivate the date
displayed.
If the facility is not required, it should be cancelled.
7.4.3

Cancelling back on
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

BACK ON
CLEARED
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7.5

BROADCAST
This facility, if configured by the System Supervisor, enables you
to broadcast through the speakers of all free terminals.
Broadcast will stop at a particular terminal if it goes off-hook, the
SPEAKER/MONITOR key is pressed, or it receives incoming
ringing.
A broadcast call will succeed provided at least one suitable
terminal is available. A broadcast call will not queue against a
busy terminal.
A broadcast call will not succeed at a called terminal if a DO NOT
DISTURB is set. Broadcast calls will not follow any DIVERTS set
at the called terminals. Broadcast calls cannot be held.
7.5.1

Activating Broadcast
 Lift the handset

or press

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

SPEAKER

FACILITY

#

*

FACILITY

5

0

3

5

If the call succeeds, you will receive Facility Accept
tone. If the facility is already in use, or no suitable
terminals are available, you will receive engaged tone.
The display shows the relevant message:
BROADCAST CALL

or

BROADCAST
UNOBTAINABLE

 When receiving a broadcast call, the volume can be
adjusted using the volume control keys.
7.5.2

Cancelling Broadcast
 Replace the handset
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7.6

CALL COST DISPLAY FUNCTIONALITY
The local facility code is used to activate/deactivate the call cost
display. To activate the display of call costs the terminal may be
in idle or conversation mode.
ACTIVATE IN IDLE MODE
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

8

FACILITY

5

7

9

The display shows:
CALL COST: ENABLED

Call cost is now enabled and the display changes back to
date and time.
All subsequent exchange line calls show the call cost information
after a twenty second delay to make the initial LCD display
message visible.
ACTIVATE DURING A CALL
If the call cost is activated in active mode, the initial Call Cost
Enabled display message will not be shown, but Facility Accept
tone will be heard.
The Facility Accept tone is followed immediately by the display
showing:
CALL COST: R0:00

The call cost is updated every ten to twenty seconds, thereafter.
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DE-ACTIVATE CALL COST
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

FACILITY

5 7

9

8

The display shows:
CALL COST: DISABLED

If deactivated during an outgoing call, Facility Accept tone will be
heard and then the original exchange line display message will
be shown.
All calls thereafter will not show the call cost.
Any action to place a call on hold, transfer etc. results in the
termination of the call cost display. However, the call cost
resumes if the call is returned or retrieved.

VIEW CALL COST
The call cost of the last outgoing call can be retrieved in the idle
mode from the terminal by entering the call duration facility code:
(see 7.7)
Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY

*

#

3

4

5 8

The display shows:
DURATION 00: 00: 30
CALL COST R0.90

To clear the display, lift the handset
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7.7

CALL DURATION DISPLAY
The duration of the last call made from your terminal is recorded
and can be displayed on the LCD.
If a call is still busy, then the current duration is displayed and
updated every 10 seconds.
If the call is transferred, the call is timed up to the moment of
transfer.
In case of a conference call, the duration recorded is for the
whole conference.
7.7.1

Viewing call duration display
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

5

8

3

4

The display shows hours: minutes: seconds in the
format HH:MM:SS.
DURATION

7.8

00: 15: 24

CALL PARK
This feature allows you to “park” an exchange line call and later
retrieve the call (from another extension) .
If the call is parked for longer than 3 minutes, Ring Back will be
activated to the extension from which the call was parked.
This facility is useful when you do not know the whereabouts of
someone and can call him on a PA system or otherwise tell him
there is a call waiting.
Only one incoming call can be parked by any one user on a
particular extension by invoking the following facility:
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Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
the extension number.
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY
extension number.

*

8

5

1

7

followed by

followed by the

If a call is already parked under the extension number, you will
hear Facility Reject tone.
The call can be retrieved using the following sequence on any
other extension:
Set1
FACILITY
 Press and release
the extension number.
Set2
FACILITY
 Press and release
extension number.

*
5

8

2

8

followed by

followed by the

Should no call be parked under that extension, Facility Reject
tone will be applied.
7.9

CLOCK
The clock is the normal (default) display in the LCD window.
However, if the display has been changed to reflect another
message, invoking the View Clock facility will cause the display
to revert to the system clock for a few seconds.
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release
11-08-2000

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

5

9

14:44

or
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7.10 DIVERT
Allows all incoming calls to your extension to be diverted to
another, nominated extension. Diverts can be set at any time,
even if you are engaged on a call. All calls from then on will be
diverted.
When this facility is set, outgoing calls can still be made in the
normal manner, but only the extension to which your calls have
been diverted is able to call, or transfer calls to you.
Interrupted dial tone as you lift the handset, or press the
SPEAKER/MONITOR key indicates that Divert has been set.
Diversions will not follow a Follow me setting.
The following calls cannot be diverted:


To another extension user who has diverted his own calls,
and a chain of more than three users is attempted.



To another extension user who is diverting calls to your
extension (except for Divert on no reply).



Through a circle of users, except when at least one Divert
on no reply is set.

7.10.1

Setting divert all calls
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

9

FACILITY

4

1

PROGRAM ALL CALLS
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the extension number to which your calls are to be
diverted.
ALL SET BUSY OFF
NO REPLY OFF
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7.10.2 Cancelling divert all calls
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

9

FACILITY

4

1

*
*

7.10.3 Setting divert on busy
This facility will divert calls to another, nominated extension
if you are engaged on a call.
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

FACILITY

4

2

#

PROGRAM ON BUSY
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the extension number to which your calls are to be
diverted.
ALL OFF BUSY SET
NO REPLY OFF

7.10.4 Cancelling divert on busy
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

#

FACILITY

4

2

*

DIVERT ON BUSY
CLEARED
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7.10.5

Setting divert on no reply
This facility will divert calls to another, nominated
extension, if your extension is not answered within 15
seconds (after 5 rings).
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

FACILITY

4

3

*

PROGRAM ON NO REPLY
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the extension number to which your calls are to be
diverted.
ALL OFF
BUSY OFF
NO REPLY SET

7.10.6 Cancelling divert on no reply
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

FACILITY

4

3

*
*

*

DIVERT ON NO REPLY
CLEARED

7.10.7 Reactivating a cancelled divert
FACILITY
 Press and release
relevant Divert code.

followed by the

7.10.8 Receiving diverted calls
Diverted calls ring in the normal way with the display
showing:
CALL FROM 203
DIVERTED FROM 202
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7.10.9 Viewing diverts to your terminal
The display shows which extensions have been diverted to
your terminal (Divert all and Divert on busy).
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

4

5

3

6

DIVERTED FROM 202

The # key can be used to scroll through the list.
7.10.10 Viewing diverts from your terminal
The display shows which diverts have been set at your
terminal.
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

4

4

3

5

ALL OFF BUSY OFF
NO REPLY SET

7.10.11 Cancelling all Redirects
This feature allows you to cancel all Redirects at your
terminal. It includes all diverts, Follow me (see Section 7.13)
and Do Not Disturb (see Section 7.11)
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

FACILITY

4

*

CANCEL ALL
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7.10.12 Divert to Trunk (V4.xx only)
When you have a divert set to an external number the
following occurs:
 An intercom call to the diverted extension will be
diverted to the programmed exchange line number.
The call will be terminated when the caller goes onhook.
 Diversion of incoming exchange lines can only take
place if the Attendant transfers the call to the diverted
extension.
 The duration of the connection is dependent on the
programmable disconnect timer.
The System Supervisor must enable trunk to trunk transfer
and program a central speed dial number store with the
required external telephone number.
Setting divert all calls to trunk
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

9

FACILITY

4

1

PROGRAM ALL CALLS
PLEASE KEY

 Dial 0 to select divert to trunk.
SPEED CALL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER

 Enter the speed dial number store (00-99 V4.xx).
ALL SET BUSY OFF
NO REPLY OFF
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Cancelling divert to trunk calls
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

9

*

FACILITY

4

1

*

FACILITY

#

9

FACILITY

4

1

DIVERT ALL CALLS
CLEARED

Reactivate divert to trunk
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release
DIVERT ALL CALLS
SPEED CALL 1

7.11 DO NOT DISTURB
This facility enables you to block incoming calls. The caller will
receive engaged tone.
You will still receive:






Executive call waiting
Transferred call reverting back to you
Follow me calls
Call back when free (Camp-on) calls
Alarms calls set at your terminal

Interrupted dial tone as you lift the handset, or press the
SPEAKER/MONITOR key indicates that Do not disturb has been
set.
Current calls already queued against your terminal will not be
affected.
When the Do not disturb is cancelled, any calls queued against
your terminal will be put through in the normal way.
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7.11.1

Setting a do not disturb
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

5

FACILITY

4

9

DO NOT DISTURB

7.11.2

then

11-08-2000

14:44
DND

Cancelling a do not disturb
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

5

FACILITY

4

9

*
*

DO NOT DISTURB
CLEARED

7.12 EXECUTIVE CALL WAITING (INTRUDE)
This facility allows you to inform a busy extension that you wish
to contact that extension. It operates only from a higher to lower
grade of user, or between users of the same grade (Check with
your System Supervisor).
When used against a busy extension, that extension will hear
Intrude tone. When used against a Do not disturb, the extension
will ring if it is on-hook; Intrude tone will be heard if it is busy.

7.12.1 Using executive call waiting
After dialling the required extension:
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

8

You will hear Facility Accept tone. You can then either:
 Remain off-hook and wait to be connected, or
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 If the called extension is an Executive terminal, your
extension number will appear on its display. Replace
your handset, or press SPEAKER (if in handsfree
mode) and wait for the return call.
7.13 FOLLOW ME
You can redirect calls from your own extension to the extension
at which you have set the Follow me facility.
Setting Follow me will redirect all calls except any currently
ringing when the facility is set.
A Follow me can only be cancelled at your own terminal.
Calls arriving at an extension because of a Follow me setting, will
ignore any diverts set at that extension.
Calls set to Follow me to one extension, cannot follow to yet
another extension.
Interrupted dial tone as you lift the handset, or press the
SPEAKER/MONITOR key indicates that Follow me has been set.
7.13.1

Setting Follow me
Set1
#
 Press and release FACILITY
the extension to which calls are to follow.

*

Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

4

6

9

0 at

at the

extension to which calls are to follow.
FOLLOW ME FROM
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the number of your own extension
FOLLOW ME FROM
201
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7.13.2 Viewing Follow me
If Follow me is set, the display on your terminal shows:
07-05-1999
15:35
FOLLOW ME TO 202

If the display is showing any other message:
Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
your own extension.
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY
extension.

#

*

4

7

9

0 at

at your own

FOLLOW ME NOT SET

FOLLOW ME TO 202

or
7.13.3 Cancelling Follow me
Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
at your own extension.
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY
own extension.
FOLLOW ME CLEARED
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7.14 HOTEL FEATURES (V4.XX ONLY)
This section describes the features that are primarily used in
hotel-type installations.
7.14.1 Room Status
This feature allows the setting/clearing of the room status
associated with a particular extension.
To set the room status to busy:
At the extension:
 Lift the handset
or press
FACILITY

 Press and release

 Replace the handset
(if in Handsfree mode).

FACILITY

 Replace the handset
(if in Handsfree mode).

#

#

0

SPEAKER

or press

To set the room status to free:
At the extension:
 Lift the handset
or press
 Press and release

SPEAKER

SPEAKER
#

#

0

*

or press SPEAKER

To view the Room Status associated with an extension
Room Status can be viewed and changed from any
executive terminal on the system.
 Remain on hook
 Press and Release

FACILITY

#

#

 Enter the required extension number, e.g. 2
ROOM STATUS: BUSY
( *,# ) ?
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To change the Room Status associated with an extension
 Remain on hook
 Press and Release

FACILITY

#

#

1

 Enter the required extension number, e.g. 2

0

7

ROOM STATUS: BUSY
( *,# ) ?

 Press and Release

*

or #

to toggle the status

ROOM STATUS: FREE
(0)?

7.14.2

Wake Up Call
This enables the occupant of a room to set a wakeup call
(alarm) and receive a pre-recorded tone at the specified
time.
To set the wakeup call
 Press and release
or
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

1

FACILITY

*

7

2

ALARM NOT SET
PLEASE KEY

 Enter HHMM (and 0/1 for AM/PM if 12 hour clock).
Ensure that four time digits are entered, e.g.
0 9
0 0 for 9.00am.
ALARM AT 09:00
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 The display then reverts to the normal time display, and
indicates that an alarm is set.
07-05-2000
ALARM

09:00

Viewing a Wakeup call setting
 Press and release
or
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

7

1

FACILITY

*

7

2

ALARM AT 09:00
PLEASE KEY

Viewing a wakeup call that is not set, i.e. ALARM does not
appear on the normal time display, will activate any
previously set the wakeup, or the default setting 00:00, one
of which will now be displayed. If the wakeup is not
required, it should be cancelled.
Canceling a Wakeup Call
 Press and release
or
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

*
*

7

1

7

2

*
*

ALARM
CLEARED

7.14.3 Limited Facility Access
This feature limits the access to the system facilities. The
SIM98 software package allocates either normal or limited
access on a per extension basis. The features accessible to
an extension allocated with limited access are set-up in
SIM98.
If a user, with limited facility access, tries to access a
feature that is not allowed reject tone will be presented to
the extension.
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7.15 HUNT GROUPS
A group of extensions may be arranged by the System
Supervisor into a Hunt Group and allocated a common extension
number which can be placed on an exchange line ring list.
A member can opt out of the group for certain periods, ensuring
that no Hunt Group calls are received during that time. A
member setting a Diversion, Do not disturb or Follow me will be
opted out of the Hunt Group.

7.15.1

Opting out of a Hunt group
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

4

0

HUNT GROUP OPTING

3

0

OPT OUT HUNT GROUP

then

7.15.2 Opting into a Hunt group
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

3

FACILITY

4

0

*

HUNT GROUP OPTING

*

OPT IN HUNT GROUP

then
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7.16 MESSAGE FACILITY (V4.XX ONLY)
This feature enables a user to leave a message indication at the
extension of a user they are trying to contact.
If the called extension is busy or ringing this facility will cause a
message indicator to be set against that extension.
The extension, against which this message indication was set,
will hear interrupted dial tone when going off-hook.
If the extension is a system terminal and has a key associated
with an LED, programmed with this feature then the LED will be
switched ON.
7.16.1 Activating Message SET on Busy or Ringing
After receiving busy tone or ringing:
 Press and release MESSAGE
FACILITY

 Press and release
202 BUSY

or
7

*

0

202 RINGING

or
then
PLEASE KEY

 Replace the handset
(if in Handsfree mode).

SPEAKER

or press

7.16.2 Activating Message SET OFF Hook
It is possible to leave a message indication without calling
the required extension.
or press SPEAKER

 Lift the handset

 Press and release MESSAGE
 Press and release

FACILITY
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 Enter required extension number e.g. 2
 Replace the handset
(if in Handsfree mode).
7.16.3

or press

0

1

SPEAKER

Cancelling Message Set
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 Press and release MESSAGE

or

FACILITY

*

 Press and release

7

0

*

 Followed be the required extension number
e.g. 2

0

1

7.16.4 Reply To Message set
When a message has been set against an extension the
user will be presented with interrupted dial tone. If the
message retrieve facility is programmed under a
programmable key associated with an LED, the LED will be
lit.
To reply to the message:
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 Press and release MESSAGE REPLY
FACILITY

 Press and release

*

or
7

9

 The extension which left the message will ring if
available
 Wait for other party to answer
 The interrupted dial tone and LED will be turned off.
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7.17 NIGHT SERVICE CONTROL
The system supervisor can provide a normal extension the
capability to switch Night Service ON and OFF from their
extension. Check with the system supervisor if your extension
has this facility enabled.
 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press

SPEAKER

FACILITY

#

#

#

FACILITY

*

5

9

8

4

 Enter your user 4-digit password (default 1234)
 To change to Day Service enter

1 . The display will show

MODE: DAY SERVICE

and Facility accept tone will be heard.
 To change to Night Service enter 0 . The display will show
MODE: NIGHT SERVICE

and Facility accept tone will be heard.
7.18 OVERRIDE TERMINAL GRADE AND FACILITIES
This facility allows a user of a higher grade to temporarily
override the grade and facilities of another terminal. He can then
use the facilities available at his own terminal at this terminal.
This override is only valid for the duration of the call against
which it is set, and is based on the entry of a user password.
The call will be logged against your extension and the
corresponding account code will be displayed on the call log
information (V4.xx only).
The default password is 1234 (see 7.19).
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7.18.1 Overriding a grade
At the other terminal:
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

or

MONITOR

PLEASE KEY

 Press and release

FACILITY

8

*

0

 Enter your own extension number and four digit
password.
OVERRIDE CONFIRMED then

PLEASE KEY

You now have access to your own facilities at this
terminal.
7.19 PASSWORD CHANGE
Each extension has a unique four digit password to access
Facility override (see 7.17) and to unlock the terminal (see
7.23.2).
You can change your password (default 1234) at your own
terminal.
 Lift the handset
 Press

SPEAKER

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or
or

MONITOR

FACILITY

*

8

FACILITY

#

5

 Enter your current password e.g. 1

2

1

OLD PASSWORD
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OLD PASSWORD

 Enter your new password e.g. 4
be shown on the display.

3

2

1 this will not

AGAIN

 Re-enter your new password.
PASSWORD
CONFIRMED

Your password is now changed.
 Replace the handset
 Press

SPEAKER

or
or

MONITOR

The new password is entered twice to ensure that it is entered
correctly. Facility Reject Tone will be heard if the password is
not entered correctly.
7.20 REMOTE RECALL
Allows access to the facilities of a host PBX via your terminal and
is activated by keying in the Remote recall code.
7.20.1 Activating remote recall
R
Where an
instructions:

function is specified in the host PBX user

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

FACILITY

#

1

1

The facilities of the host PBX are now available at your
terminal.
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7.20.2

Activating double remote recall
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

0

FACILITY

#

2

2

This provides two consecutive recalls.
7.21 RETURN AT
Allows you to set a message at your terminal, informing a caller
using an Executive terminal, of the time of your return.
When a call is made from an Executive terminal, the message
appears on the caller’s display.
Calls can still be made and received at your terminal when this
facility is set.
The time shown on the display indicates the system clock mode
which may be either 24 hour or 12 hour clock format. Where 12
hour format is used, AM/PM is displayed, and when setting
Return At, a 0 or 1 must be entered to denote AM or PM
respectively.

7.21.1

Setting Return at
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

RETURN AT 00: 00
PLEASE KEY
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 Enter HHMM (and 0/1 for AM/PM if 12 hour clock).
Ensure that four time digits are entered, e.g.
0

9

0

0

for 9:00am.

RETURN AT 09:00

07-05-1999

14:44

then RETURN AT SET

7.21.2 Viewing return at
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

#

3

FACILITY

*

7

5

2

RETURN AT 09:00

Viewing a Return At setting will reactivate the time
displayed. If the facility is not required it should be
cancelled.
7.21.3

Cancelling return at
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

RETURN AT
CLEARED
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7.22 RINGING/TONE DEMONSTRATION
This facility enables you to apply any of the ringing signals and
the system tones to your terminal.

7.22.1 Activating Ringing/Tone demonstration
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER or

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

MONITOR

FACILITY

#

*

3

3

n

FACILITY

*

7

7

n

n

Where nn is the demonstration code 01 to 12 or 21 to
23 (see Section 11).
TONE DEMO
01

For Ringing demonstration:
 Replace the handset
 Press

SPEAKER

or
or

For Tone demonstration:
 Remain off-hook
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7.23 TERMINAL LOCK
This facility enables you to lock and unlock your extension.
7.23.1 Locking an extension
 Lift the handset

or press

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

SPEAKER

FACILITY

#

#

FACILITY

#

4

#

8

3

 Facility Accept tone is heard to indicate that the
terminal is locked.
 Replace the handset

or press

SPEAKER

When the handset is lifted, interrupted dial tone is heard to
indicate that the terminal is locked.
The display on the executive terminal will show:
TERM LOCKED
PLEASE KEY

7.23.2

Unlocking an extension
 Lift the handset

or press

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

#

FACILITY

#

4

 Enter your password.
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7.24 WHO AM I?
Enables you to view the extension number of the terminal at
which you enter the facility code.
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

8

FACILITY

4

8

EXT: 201
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8. VOICE MAIL (V4.XX ONLY)
This section provides a description of the terminal user interface
for the VOISAVE.
The VOISAVE is the optional voice mail system, which can be
connected to the 12 and 32 port system.
8.1

ACTIVATING VOICE MAIL
The extension user can redirect calls to the VOISAVE as long as
the system has been set-up to handle voice mail functionality.
The system will automatically set-up a Divert No Answer and
Divert on Busy to the voicemail hunt group when activating the
facility.
TO ACTIVATE:
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

or

MONITOR

PLEASE KEY

Set1
FACILITY
2
 Dial
or
 Press and release the key programmed with
FACILITY
2

*

*

Set2
7
3
 Dial FACILITY
or
 Press and release the key programmed with

*

FACILITY

*

7

3

Accept Tone is presented to the user if the facility is accepted.
Remaining on hook and entering the facility code can also
activate this facility.
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8.2

CANCEL VOICE MAIL
The facility code has a toggle function. When voice mail is active
entering the code will cancel diverts to the VOISAVE. Once again
the user may either remain on-hook or go off-hook.

8.3

MESSAGE NOTIFICATIONS
The VOISAVE notifies the extension user when there are new
voice mail messages.
8.3.1

LED Notification
When there are new
VOISAVE will switch
programmed with the
The LED will remain
voice mail messages.

messages for an extension user the
on the LED associated with the key
voice mail Hunt Group number (600).
on until there are no more unheard

TO PROGRAM A KEY WITH VOICE MAIL HUNT GROUP
 With the handset on-hook
 Press and release

PROGRAM

 Select a programmable key, e.g. 06.
KEY O6

 Enter the Hunt Group number to be stored
 Press and release

PROGRAM

KEY O6
600

The number is now stored at that key.
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8.3.2

Ring Notification
The VOISAVE will dial the extension. When the user lifts the
handset the call will be connected to the VOISAVE. If the
user has a Do Not Disturb (DND) set this notification will not
be done until the DND is cleared.

8.3.3

Voice Alert
Voice alert notification is only available on the system
terminals.
The VOISAVE will announce over the speaker that the user
has a new voice mail message. If the user has a Do Not
Disturb (DND) set this notification will not be done until the
DND is cleared.

8.3.4

8.4

External Notification
The VOISAVE will make an outgoing call to notify the user
that there are new voice mail messages.

MESSAGE RETRIVAL
There are a number of ways to retrieve messages from the
VOISAVE.
8.4.1

Retrieve at Own Extension
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

or

MONITOR

PLEASE KEY

 Dial 6 0 0
or
 Press and release the key programmed with
6

0

0

The VOISAVE will answer and prompt the user for a
password.
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8.4.2

Retrieve at Another Extension
 Lift the handset
 Press

or

SPEAKER

or

MONITOR

PLEASE KEY

6 0 1
 Dial
or
 Press and release the key programmed with
6

0

1

The VOISAVE will answer and prompt the user for
their extension number and password.
8.4.3

8.5

Retrieve from the Auto Attendant
Messages can be retrieved from the auto attendant menu
by pressing a key the system will route the user to the
VOISAVE menu. This will operate in the same manner as in
section 8.4.2 above.

USER’S MAIN MENU
When the caller dials the Retrieve Message digit during playback
of a script message (code *160), the VOISAVE asks for a
mailbox number and password. Then the VOISAVE announces
the number of messages and plays the user’s main menu:
DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Retrieve Message

Enter Retrieve Message menu

2

Mailbox Parameters

Enter Mailbox Parameters menu

8

Send Message

Send a message to a specific mailbox

9

Return to Auto Attendant

Exit current menu and return to Auto
Attendant

Note: The User’s main menu can also be entered by dialing the
programmed “Key to retrieve messages” during the
mailbox greeting playback. This parameter is
programmed via command *331 or the VUP.
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8.6

RETRIEVE MESSAGE MENU
If the mailbox owner dials “1” while in user’s main menu, the
VOISAVE plays the new messages, followed by previously saved
messages. At the end of each message, VOISAVE plays the
Retrieve Message menu:

DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Next Message

Play next message

2

Replay

Replay current message

3

Save

Save current message

4

Forward

Forward current message to another
mailbox

5

Reply

Reply to message sender (Internal
messages only)

8

Delete

Delete current message

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s main
menu)

8.7

MAILBOX PARAMETERS
If the mailbox owner dials “2” while in user’s
main menu, the VOISAVE plays the user’s Parameters menu:

DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Record Greeting

Record a greeting message for the mailbox

2

Record Name

Record your name

3

Directory Listing

Set directory listing parameters

4

Change Password

Change the mailbox access password

5

DND

DND Enable / Disable (Not Supported)

6

External Notification

Set the external notification parameters (if
allowed)

7

Pager Notification

Set the pager notification parameters (if
allowed)

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s main menu)
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8.7.1

Record Greeting
The mailbox owner can record a personal greeting by
dialling “1” on the user’s parameters menu (see Section
8.7). The VOISAVE then plays the Record Greeting menu:

DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Play Back

Play existing recording

2

Record

Record a new greeting message

8

Delete

Delete existing message

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s parameters
menu)

To record a greeting message for a mailbox group, use the
code, which is programmed for retrieving messages. Enter
the mailbox group number as the mailbox number. The
above menu will be played and a message may be
recorded or altered.
8.7.2

Record Name
The mailbox owner can record his personal name by dialling
“2” on the user’s parameters menu (see Section 8.7). The
VOISAVE then plays the Record Name menu:

DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Play Back

Play existing recording

2

Record

Record a new name

8

Delete

Delete existing name

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s parameters
menu)
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8.7.3

Directory Listing
The mailbox owner can set the directory listing parameters
by dialling “3” on the user’s parameters menu (see Section
8.7). The VOISAVE then plays the Directory Listing menu:

DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Play Back

Play current directory listing code

2

Change

Change directory listing code

8

Delete

Delete Directory listing code

9

Return to Previous
Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s
parameters menu)

8.7.4

Change Password
A mailbox password consists of four digits. The default
password is 1234. To disable the password, enter “0000”.
The mailbox owner can change his password by dialling “4”
on the user’s parameters menu (see Section 8.7), dialling
“2” (for the change password option) and then dialling the
new password. Use digits 0-9 only when entering a
password.
The System Administrator can reset the mailbox password
to the default password by using code *570 or using the
VUP.

DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Play Back

Play the current password

2

Change

Change existing password

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s parameters
menu)

8.7.5

DO NOT DISTURB (DND)
The mailbox owner can dial “5” on the user’s parameters,
however this feature is not supported and an INVALID
ENTRY message will be played.
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8.7.6

External Notification
If the System Administrator grants permission, the mailbox
owner can:
 Enable/disable remote notification


Enter his remote telephone number



Listen to the current remote telephone number

By dialling “6” on the user’s parameters menu (see Section
8.7).
DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Change Mode

Toggles the external notification state
(Enable/Disable)

2

Telephone Number

Enter the selected telephone number for
external notification. codes1 0-9, Extension
Number, *, #, A-D, P and Q can be used

8

Play Back

Play back the external telephone number

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s
parameters menu)

Codes1:

P (1 second pause) = *1
Q (4 second pause) = *2
8.7.7

# = *4
A = *5

B = *6
C = *7

D = *8
Ext. No. = *0

* = **
0-9 = 0-9

Pager Notification
If the System Administrator grants permission, the mailbox
owner can:
 Enable/disable pager notification


Enter his pager number



Listen to the current pager number

by dialling “7” on the user’s parameters menu (see Section
8.7).
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DIGIT

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

Change Mode

Toggles the pager notification state
(Enable/Disable)

2

Pager Number

Enter the selected pager number for pager
notification. codes1 0-9, Extension
Number, *, #, A-D, P and Q can be used

8

Play Back

Play back the pager number

9

Return to Previous Menu

Return to previous menu (User’s
parameters menu)

Codes1:
P (1 second pause) = *1
Q (4 second pause) = *2

8.7.8

# = *4
A = *5

B = *6
C = *7

D = *8
Ext. No. = *0

* = **
0-9 = 0-9

Return to Previous Menu
The mailbox owner can dial “9” on the user’s parameters
menu (see Section 8.7) to return to the User’s main menu
(see Section 8.5).

8.8

SEND MESSAGE
The mailbox owner can leave a message in any mailbox or group
of mailboxes by dialling “8” on the user’s main menu (see Section
8.7).

8.9

RETURN TO AUTO ATTENDANT
The mailbox owner can dial “9” on the user’s main menu (see
Section 8.5) to return to the auto attendant.
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8.10 QUICK REFERENCE
Below the Quick reference for user menu of the VOISAVE
User’s
Main
Menu

1

Retrieve
Message

1

2

3

Next
Replay
Message

Save

4

5

Forward Reply

8
Delete

User’s
Parameters

2
Mailbox
Parameters

9
Return to
Previous
Menu

1
1

Record
Greeting

Play
Back

2

1

Record
Name

Play
Back

3
Directory
Listing

1
Play
Back

4

1

Change
Password

Play
Back

5

2
Record

2

8

9

Delete Return to
Previous Menu

8

9

Record Delete Return to
Previous Menu

2

8

9

Record Delete Return to
Previous Menu

2

9

Change Return to
Previous Menu

DND

6

8
Send
Message

9
Return to
Auto
Attendant

External
Notification

7

1

3

9

Change Telephone Play
Return to
Mode
Number Back Previous Menu

Pager
Notification

9

2

1
Change
Mode

Return to
Previous
Menu
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9. PUBLIC ADDRESS (PA) AND RELAYS
Provision is made on the system for the connection of a Public
Address facility, and the attachment of a relay/s used, for example
for door/gate control.
This facility is only available to you if the System Supervisor has
allocated your terminal access to the exchange line number 733.
To access the facility:
Dial 733 and then:


Dial 1 to pulse relay A.



Dial 2 to pulse relay B.



Dial 3 to turn relay A on.



Dial 4 to turn relay A off.



Dial 5 to turn relay B on.



Dial 6 to turn relay B off.



Dial 7 to turn PA on.



Dial 8 to turn PA off.
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10. RINGING AND TONES
The ringing signals and tones used on the system are described in
the following table.
RINGING
Internal Ring Signal
External Ring Signal
Ring on Hold Signal
TONES
Internal Ring Tone
Internal Engaged Tone
Call Waiting Tone
Intrude Tone
Conference Tone
Facility Accept Tone
Facility Reject Tone
Number Unobtainable
(NU) Tone
Interrupted Dial Tone

Another extension user is calling you
An external call is waiting to be
answered
A held call is waiting

The called extension is ringing
The called extension is engaged
An external call is waiting to be
answered
A higher grade of user wishes to
contact you
Another user is joining or leaving the
conference
The facility being invoked is allowed
The facility being invoked is not
allowed
The call/facility is unavailable
A Divert, Do not disturb or Follow
me has been set at this extension,
or the terminal is locked.

Exchange Dial Tone
System Dial Tone
In addition to these are the normal ring and engaged tones heard
on external calls and the system Music-on-Hold Tone.
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11. RINGING AND TONE DEMONSTRATION
Ringing Demonstration Codes
CODE
21
22
23

RINGING
Internal Ring Signal
External Ring Signal
Ring on Hold Signal

Tone Demonstration Codes
CODE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

TONE
Dial Tone
Interrupted Dial Tone
Internal Ring Tone
External Ring Tone
Internal Engaged Tone
Number Unobtainable (NU) Tone
Call Waiting Tone
Intrude Tone
Facility Accept Tone
Facility Reject Tone
Music-on-Hold Tone
Conference Tone
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12. MAINS FAIL OPERATION
System terminals do not function under mains fail conditions.
Calls may only be made from standard telephones. Check with
your System Supervisor for the location of a designated mains fail
telephone.
Lift the handset and dial the required number. It is not necessary
to dial any line access digits, or:
Follow any specific instructions on the telephone
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13. TERMINAL FACILITY CODES (SET1)
Account Code Unforced (V4.xx only) ...................................F**21
Account Code Suppress (V4.xx only)....................................F**21*
Alarm Call 1/2 .......................................................................F*71/F*72
Back On
..........................................................................F*#31
Broadcast ..........................................................................F#*35
Call Back When Available/Free (Camp-on) ...........................F#1
Call Cost Display ..................................................................F*89
Call Duration Display ............................................................F*#34
Call Park ..........................................................................F*87
Call Unpark ..........................................................................F*88
Call Pick-Up Internal/External ...............................................F**3
Specific Terminal/Exch. Line ..........................................F*3 & ext./exch.
Night Service .................................................................Dial 8
Cancel Re-directs .................................................................F#00
Change Ringing Pitch ...........................................................F#*37
Clock
..........................................................................F*#33
Conference ..........................................................................F*4
Divert All
..........................................................................F#9 & ext.
Divert On Busy .....................................................................F#0# & ext.
Divert On No reply ................................................................F#0* & ext.
Do Not Disturb ......................................................................F#5
Executive Call Waiting (Intrude) ............................................F#8
Follow Me (Setting) ...............................................................F*#90 & your ext.
Follow Me (Viewing) .............................................................F#*90
Follow Me (Cancel) ...............................................................F#*90* at your ext.
Headset Working ..................................................................F*73
Hold ...................................................................................F*9
Last Number Redial .............................................................F*#38
Message Set (V4.xx only) .....................................................F*70
Message Reply (V4.xx only) .................................................F*79
Mute ...................................................................................F*#37
Night Service Control ............................................................F###84 & pswd & 0/1
Notepad .............................................................................F*#39
Opting Into A Hunt Group .....................................................F*#30*
Opting Out Of A Hunt Group .................................................F*#30
Override Grade And Facility ..................................................F*80
Password Change ...............................................................F*81
Personal Number Store (AutoDial) ........................................F#3 & code (0-9)
Re-establish Transfer ...........................................................F*85
Retrieve A Call On Hold ........................................................F*1
Return At ..........................................................................F*#32
Remote Recall ......................................................................F#01
Remote Recall Double ..........................................................F#02
Ringing/Tone Demonstration ................................................F#*33 & nn
Room Status – Busy/Free (V4.xx only) .................................F##0 / F##0*
Room Status - Toggle (V4.xx only) .......................................F##1
Shuttle
.............................................................................F*82
Speed Call (Central Store) ....................................................F#6 & code (00-99)
Terminal Lock .......................................................................F###83
Temporary Tone Inhibit .........................................................F#*34
Voice Alert ..........................................................................F*8# & ext.
Voice Mail Log On/Off ...........................................................F*2
Who Am I ?..........................................................................F*83
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14. TERMINAL FACILITY CODES (SET2) – V4.XX ONLY
Account Code Unforced........................................................F56
Account Code Unforced Suppress .......................................F56*
Alarm Call 1/2 .......................................................................F*71/F*72
Back On
..........................................................................F*74
Broadcast ..........................................................................F50
Call Back When Available/Free (Camp-on) ...........................F#0
Call Cost Display ..................................................................F57
Call Duration Display ............................................................F58
Call Park ..........................................................................F51
Call Unpark ..........................................................................F52
Call Pick-Up Internal/External ...............................................F53
Specific Terminal/Exch. Line ..........................................F*3 & ext./exc.
Night Service .................................................................Dial 8
Cancel Re-directs .................................................................F4*
Change Ringing Pitch ...........................................................F*76
Clock
..........................................................................F59
Conference ..........................................................................F*4
Divert All
..........................................................................F41 & ext.
Divert On Busy .....................................................................F42 & ext.
Divert On No reply ................................................................F43 & ext.
Do Not Disturb ......................................................................F49
Executive Call Waiting (Intrude) ............................................F#8
Follow Me (Setting) ...............................................................F46 & your ext.
Follow Me (Viewing) .............................................................F47
Follow Me (Cancel) ...............................................................F47* at your ext.
Headset Working ..................................................................F#7
Hold
................................................................................F*9
Last Number Redial .............................................................F**
Message Set (V4.xx only) .....................................................F*70
Message Reply (V4.xx only) .................................................F*79
Mute
................................................................................F#9
Night Service Control ............................................................F*59 & pswd & 0/1
Notepad
..........................................................................F*#
Opting Into A Hunt Group .....................................................F40
Opting Out Of A Hunt Group .................................................F40
Override Grade And Facility ..................................................F*80
Password Change ...............................................................F#5
Personal Number Store (AutoDial) ........................................F#3 & code (0-9)
Re-establish Transfer ...........................................................F*2
Retrieve A Call On Hold ........................................................F*1
Return At ..........................................................................F*75
Remote Recall ......................................................................F#1
Remote Recall Double ..........................................................F#2
Ringing/Tone Demonstration ................................................F*77 nn
Room Status – Busy/Free (V4.xx only) .................................F##0 / F##00*
Room Status - Toggle (V4.xx only) .......................................F##1
Shuttle
..........................................................................F*6
Speed Call (Central Store) ....................................................F#6 & code (00-99)
Terminal Lock .......................................................................F#4
Temporary Tone Inhibit .........................................................F*78
Voice Mail Log On/Off ...........................................................F*73
Voice Alert ..........................................................................F5# & ext.
Who Am I ? ..........................................................................F48
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